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the start screen is a clean, consistent interface that feels great to use. it even has a set of swipe gestures that let you switch between apps, scroll through the apps list, and more. the start screen is great at letting you create your own shortcuts to your favorite apps and programs. you can move apps around and organize them
into folders to keep things organized. one of the great things about the start menu is that it lets you launch desktop apps. windows 8 makes it easier to use desktop applications than it has in the past, and the start menu lets you do it in a clean, consistent way. everything is grouped in the start screen so that you can find the
tools you need, even if they're buried deep in a folder. want to find a photo editor? just type in that search term and the start screen will let you find it. sometimes your favorite start menu replacement software might be missing a feature that you're used to. you can use the "fixes" tool to add features that might be missing
from your software. iobit's fixes tool can look for missing file extensions, add missing features, and check for updates. you can set the behavior of the system's start orb by changing its position, its size, and its transparency. you can also change the display of the search box on the right side of the screen, and the options to

shutdown or lock the system. the start menu can be tweaked to look like the old-fashioned windows start menu or the windows 8 one. the old-fashioned style is a clean and simple look, while the windows 8 one adds a number of customization options, including the ability to display tiles.
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the new start screen will most likely become the defacto start screen for windows 8 users. it is the only one that shows the now familiar tiles instead of the old shortcuts.
the new start screen is also a really convenient way to launch apps, and most importantly, it gives you a quick way to find installed apps. one of the biggest changes with
windows 8 is the new user interface, also known as metro. the new start screen is a big part of the user interface and has the same basic functions as the start menu. the

start screen is used to launch apps, browse the web, and find files. while the start screen doesn't seem to be the most intuitive interface, it is easy to access and it is
much less distracting than the windows interface. start8 is a free utility that allows you to replace the start button with an start button that looks like the traditional start
button. it can also be configured to boot into desktop mode. it is also possible to boot directly to desktop mode even when windows is already running in the background.
familiar windows 8 apps familiar is a free program that re-creates the familiar start menu interface of windows 8 in a start menu-like window on the desktop. you can add
up to 15 tiles to the window, which lets you access any of your programs. a search field lets you look for what you want. and a shut down menu includes several options,
such as shut down, restart, sleep, and hibernate. start8 start8 is a free, lightweight program from the folks at gnome shell, a team of developers working to improve the

desktop experience of linux users. you can create your own start menu and add tile shortcuts to the desktop. the program sports a simple, clean interface that will please
most users. 5ec8ef588b
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